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the draft report, OIDO considers one matter unresolved and two matters resolved and open. 
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amended, including section 405 (6 U.S.C. § 205), we will post the repo1i on our website for public 
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OIDO INSPECTION 
OF 

U.S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION 
TUCSON SECTOR FACILITIES 

Executive Summary 

Pursuant to its statuto1y responsibilities, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of 
the Immigration Detention Ombudsman (OIDO) Detention Oversight (DO) Division conducted 
announced inspections on April 12-13, 2022, of four U.S. Border Patrol facilities in the Tucson 
Sector (TCA) in Arizona. OIDO inspected the Tucson Coordination Center, Tucson Soft-Sided 
Facility, the Nogales Border Patrol Station, and the Sonoita Border Patrol Station. OIDO reviewed 
facility compliance with the National Standards on Transpo1i , Esco1i, Detention, and Search 
(TEDS) as well as applicable contract te1ms. OIDO examined issues related to detention, transpo1i, 
at-risk populations, personal property, and medical care. 

OIDO's inspections led to several findings. Regarding perfo1mance standards, OIDO found that 
TCA was generally compliant and exhibited especially strong perfo1mance in key areas given 
resource challenges. Nonetheless, OIDO found a few areas of non-compliance and several areas 
of concern in how the facilities processed, documented, and communicated with detainees about 
personal prope1iy. In addition, OIDO observed several concerns related to documentation, privacy, 
and hand hygiene during the initial medical screenings of detainees. Finally, OIDO noted striking 
deficiencies in staffing levels by the medical services provider. 

OIDO made three recommendations designed to improve operations and to meet TEDS standards 
and contract te1ms. ICE concuned with two recommendations and non-concmTed with one 
recommendation. 
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Introduction 

Pursuant to its statuto1y responsibilities, OIDO conducts independent, objective, and credible 
inspections of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) facilities throughout the United States. OIDO reviews, examines, and makes 
recommendations to address concerns with or violations of perfonnance standards and contract 
te1ms regarding immigration detention facilities and services. In April 2022, OIDO conducted 
announced inspections of four U.S. Border Patrol (USBP) facilities in the Tucson Sector (TCA), 
including the Tucson Coordination Center (TCC), Tucson Soft-Sided Facility (TSS), Nogales 
Border Patrol Station (NGL), and Sonoita Border Patrol Station (SON). OIDO evaluated whether 
the facilities followed the National Standards on Transpo1i, Esc01i , Detention, and Search (TEDS) 
and medical contract te1ms. 

Related to perfo1mance standards and contract te1ms, OIDO found that TCA had several TEDS 
violations in processing, documenting, and communicating with detainees about personal 
prope1iy. Specifically, TSS staff did not info1m detainees of the facility 's prohibited items policies 
before processing their prop
procedures for investigating m
ins ections of stored ro e1 .

e1iy; TCA facilities staff did not create and utilize consistent 
issin or <lama ed ro e1 · and TSS staff did not document their 
 

Nonetheless, TSS 
perfo1med exceptionally well in two areas: electronically monitoring detainee needs and offering 
detainees resources beyond those required. Finally, in te1ms of medical standards and contract 
te1ms, OIDO found that TCA facilities failed to adequately document, provide privacy, or maintain 
hand hygiene during detainee intake screenings. OIDO notes that all four TCA facilities had a 
critical sho1iage of medical personnel. 

Background 

CBP's Office of Field Operations (OFO) provides security and facilitates operations at 328 ports 
of entiy throughout the United States, while CBP's USBP secures U.S. borders between the po1is 
of entiy, detecting and apprehending individuals who have illegally entered the United States. 1 

USBP organizes its activities under a stiucture of 20 Border Pati·ol Sectors. 2 

In suppo1i of mission activities, CBP OFO and USBP have facilities throughout the U.S. Many of 
these facilities include sho1i -te1m hold rooms used to temporarily hold detained individuals. Hold 
rooms include processing areas, detention cells, or open areas within a facility. Hold rooms are 
intended for sho1i-te1m detention, generally under 72 hours, while individuals are processed and/or 
ti·ansfened for removal, detention, or prosecution. 3 

CBP's interactions with detained individuals are governed by TEDS.4 This agency-wide policy 

1 The U.S. borders include nearly 6,000 miles of Mexican and Canadian intemational land borders and over 2,000 
coastal waters. See Border Patrol Overview I U.S. Customs and Border Protection {cbp.gov). 
2 See Border Patrol Sectors I U.S. Customs and Border Protection {cbp.gov). 
3 Unaccompanied children are transfen-ed to the Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Refugee Resettlement, 
which is responsible under 6 U.S.C. § 279(a) for their care. Single adults and family units are transfen-ed to ICE 
long-tenn detention facilities. 
4 CBP's TEDS standards were created in October 2015. See CBP National Standards on Transport. Escort. 
Detention. and Search I U.S. Customs and Border Protection. 
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reflects legal and regulato1y requirements in areas of transpo1i, esco1i, detention, and search 
provisions, sexual abuse and assault prevention and response, care of at-risk individuals, and 
personal property. In addition to the national standards, contractors who provide services and/or 
equipment to CBP are also subject to requirements set fo1ih by contractual provisions. For 
example, in September 2020, CBP entered a medical suppo1i contract with Loyal Source 
Government Services, LLC (LSGS) to provide front-line medical services, medical logistics 
support, and medical quality management to USBP along the Southwest Border of the United 
States. The contract establishes requirements for the medical services to be provided to USBP 
during the perfonnance period. 5 

As noted above, OIDO inspected four USBP facilities within the Tucson Sector. The four facilities 
are geographically clustered within 65 miles of Tucson, but they va1y in te1ms of size, average 
daily capacity, operating environment, and capabilities. For example, each facility serves a 
different detainee population: TCC houses single adult males and females, TSS houses family units 
and unaccompanied children (UCs ), Nogales Station primarily processes individuals subject to 
Title 42 expulsion, and Sonoita Station houses coronavirns disease (COVID-19) positive 
detainees. A description of each facility, its purpose, and its capacity are provided below: 

U.S. Border Patrol Tucson Sector Facilities Ins1>ected in April 2022 
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5 The task order was issued under prime contract number V797D-30203. The total contract value was 
$327,609,067.66. The period of performance for the base period was September 30, 2020, to Febmary 24, 2021. At 
the time of OIDO's inspection, the contract was in its second option and was set to expire on September 29, 2022. 
Significant modifications have also been made to this contract. 
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Tucson Coordination Center 

TCC is in a separate building on a shared property with the Tucson USBP Station and Tucson 
Sector Headquarters. The facility receives detainees from all USBP Stations within TCA as well 
as detainees who are taken into custody by the USBP agents assigned to the Tucson and Three 
Points Stations. 6 It also serves as the transpo1iation hub for TCA. 

The facility utilizes a short-te1m processing and holding area for detaining male and female adult 
detainees, UCs, and family units who are pending transfer for removal, detention, or prosecution. 
For example, UCs and family units apprehended by USBP agents assigned to the Tucson or Three 
Points Stations would be temporarily held at TCC until transpo1iation was available to transfer 
them to TSS. By contrast, single adult males and females would be held at TCC until they could 
be transfen ed for removal or longer-te1m detention with ICE. TCC has a maximum capacity of98 
detainees, which is roughly eight percent of the capacity of the entire TCA. At of the time of the 
OIDO inspection, the Assistant Chief repo1ied that TCC processed an average of 400 detainees 
daily, with an average 60-hour processing time per detainee. 

Tucson Soft-Sided Facility 

CBP opened TSS in April 2021 for the pmpose of processing UCs and family units in USBP 
custody. The facility has a maximum capacity of 500 detainees. The facility contains four pods, 
which each have eight holding rooms. UCs and family units are housed in separate pods. 

Nogales Border Patrol Station 

Nogales Border Patrol Station, located in Nogales, Arizona, is one of nine facilities used by USBP 
that make up the Tucson area of responsibility. The Nogales Station is responsible for patrolling 
roughly 1,100 square miles of land, including 32 miles of border between Mexico and the United 
States. The Station is used for processing detainees who were anested within the Nogales area of 
operation before they are transfen ed to another location or removed from the United States. The 
maximum capacity of the facility's hold room is 225. 

Sonoita Border Patrol Station 

The Sonoita Border Patrol Station, located in Sonoita, Arizona about 25 miles no1i h of the 
international border with Mexico, is responsible for patrolling about 24 miles of border and an 
overall area of nearly 1,000 square miles. It is one of nine facilities used by USBP that make up 
the Tucson area of responsibility. 

Objective, Scope, and Methodology 

OIDO's inspections of four facilities in TCA were intended to evaluate compliance with TEDS 
and applicable contract te1ms. As focused inspections, OIDO limited its standards compliance 
review to the following areas: detention, transpo1i, at-risk populations, and personal prope1iy. 

In addition to evaluating compliance with TEDS, OIDO also evaluated the provision of medical 
care within TCA, which entailed the review of contracted medical services provided to USBP by 

6 See Three Points Station I U.S. Customs and Border Protection {cbp.gov). 
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LSGS. As noted in OIDO's 2021 Annual Report,7 OIDO staff traveled extensively within the 
Southwest Border of the United States to gain a field perspective of CBP custody operations and 
conditions. During these visits, OIDO observed and gathered info1mation about the provision of 
medical care at numerous CBP locations and noted challenges posed by staffing sho1iages. As 
such, OIDO's inspections focused in paii on evaluating compliance with medical staffing as well 
as examining causes and effects of any sho1ifalls. 

The inspections were executed by six personnel, including three investigators, one senior advisor, 
and one manager. The inspection team conducted interviews with staff and detainees, made direct 
observations of facility conditions and operations, and reviewed logbooks, video surveillance, and 
site-specific standard and/or local operating procedures (SOPs/LOPs). 

Results of Inspection 

A. Review of Performance Standards and Contract Terms 

i. Areas of Non-Compliance 

Detainees at Tucson Soft-Sided Facility Were Not Notified About Prohibited Items Before 
Their Property Was Processed 

In April 2021, USBP issued an updated Personal Effects Internal Operating Procedure (hereinafter 
refen ed to as the Personal Effects IOP). 8 The IOP established procedures to safeguard personal 
effects discovered during the apprehension or processing of noncitizens and provided guidelines 
for identifying items that cannot be stored at USBP facilities when items ai·e classified as 
contraband or a health hazard. Section 6.2 of the Personal Effects IOP states that all subjects must 
be notified if personal effects are classified as contraband or a health hazai·d. The IOP fmi her states 
that detainee notification of items unable to be stored in USBP facilities may take place at the time 
of apprehension but must occur prior to disposal. The specific method of providing such 
notifications can be dete1mined by the local office but must be done in writing via either signage 
or another written fo1m. Notification should not be given verbally. 

During its inspection of TSS, OIDO observed that the facility did not have any signage notifying 
detainees about what items constitute contraband or a health hazai·d in the Sally Po1i where USBP 
agents conducted intake and prope1iy searches. OIDO noted that the facility did have signs with 
this info1mation inside the intake area; however, the signs were not visible before or during intake 
processing. By the time detainees reached the intake area, their property had ak eady been 
processed and, if deemed contraband or a health hazai·d, disposed of. In short, the prohibited items 
signs were in a different ai·ea than where intake processing took place, and, therefore, detainees 
were not info1m ed of the policy before their prope1iy was disposed of. 

OIDO notes that CBP indicated in its technical comments dated May 5, 2022, that TCA will 
provide additional signage to all locations regai·ding prohibited prope1iy and personal property. As 
of the date of this writing, the con ective action is pending. 

7 See https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/2022-05/0IDO _ 202 lAnnualReport _ 5-10-
22 _ 508compliant.pdf. 
8 Scott, R. (April 22, 2021). Personal Effects Internal Operating Procedures [Memorandum]. United States Border 
Patrol. 
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Tucson Sector Facilities Lacked Policies to Investigate and Process Missing or Damaged 
Property 

TEDS section 7.2 requires that supervisors routinely inspect storage areas to ensure that unclaimed 
prope1iy is handled according to the agency 's national policies and procedures. Moreover, staff 
must notify supervisors when itemized personal prope1iy is repo1ied missing or damaged. 
Supervisors must then investigate and make appropriate notifications according to the operational 
office's policies and procedures.9 In sho1i, operational office policies should dictate actions 
regarding missing or damaged prope1iy. 

Supervisors at Tucson Soft-Sided Facility Failed to Document Stored Property Inspections 

According to TEDS section 7 .2, facilities should store detainee prope1iy in a secure storage room 
or area, which must be inspected and maintained in a clean and orderly manner to protect detainee 
prope1iy. During its inspection of TSS, OIDO found that the facility stored detainee prope1iy in a 
separate room on metal shelves. The Superviso1y Border Patrol Agent (SBP A) repo1ied that an 
agent inspected the storage area once per shift. However, OIDO notes that the facility did not have 
a record of these inspections because the SBP As did not document them in the electronic system, 
e3DM, or in paper logs. 

While OIDO found that the prope1iy room at TSS was secure, clean, and orderly at the time of its 
inspection, failure to track and record inspections of the area could lead to non-compliance issues 
in the future. Proper recordkeeping is a crncial aspect of standards compliance. Without a written 
record of supervisors' storage area inspections, the facility cannot ensure that such activities are 
taking place on a regular and thorough basis. OIDO notes that CBP indicated in its technical 
comments dated May 5, 2022, that the TCA prope1iy room has been added to the Amenity Repo1i 
in e3DM and that the SBP A inspection of the prope1iy area will be logged in the system of record. 
As of the date of this writing, the conective action has been taken but not verified. 

ii. Areas of Concern 

9 TEDS defines operational office as: "components within CBP including the Office of Field Operations, the U.S. 
Border Patrol, and the Office of Air and Marine." See https://www.cbp.gov/document/directives/cbp•national
standards-trans 011-esc011-detention-and-search. 
I 
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Tucson Sector Facilities Inconsistently Followed Tracking Procedures for Detainee Property 

TEDS section 7 .1 states that officers/agents will make eve1y effo1t to transfer detainees ' property 
and that detainee property will be safeguarded. Fmther, TEDS section 7.3 states that detainees 
must be info1med of CBP procedures relating to personal property. 11 Detainees who are not being 
repatriated to a contiguous country must receive notice of these procedures in a language or manner 
they can understand. 

During its inspection of TCC, OIDO observed ISS Action (hereinafter refen ed to as ISS) 

11 This includes procedures related to third party and lost property claims as well as property claims upon release, 
transfer, or removal. 
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contractors handling detainee prope1iy transfer duties in the Sally Po1t. 
immediately present for the procedure. Two USBP agents were working at their workstations in 
the Sally Po1t. There were three contractors who lined up the detainees in the Sally Port, instructed 
them to recover their prope1iy, and aided those who had difficulty. OIDO observed no effo1t by 
the conti·actors to match the l-77s, or tag numbers with the prope1iy, and the manifest. The risk of 
losing property is increased when the l-77s are not matched to the manifest. 

On May 5, 2022, TCA management indicated that they had notified ISS on multiple occasions to 
match all prope1iy with its identifiable tag number to ensure detainees receive their prope1iy. They 
fmther repo1ted that this is an ongoing conective action. OIDO acknowledges this conective 
action as sufficient pending verification. 

iii. Areas of Strong Performance 

Tucson Soft-Sided Facility Effectively Used USBP's Electronic Tracking System to Exceed 
Requirements in Detainees' Access to Showers 

According to an Order for Pe1manent Injunction issued by the United States Disti·ict Comt for the 
Disti·ict of Arizona on April 17, 2020, CBP is prohibited from holding detainees in TCA facilities 
for longer than 48 hours unless the agency provides confinement conditions that meet the 
detainees' basic human needs, to include bed and blanket for sleeping, showers, adequate food, 
potable water, and medical assessment by a medical professional. 13 The injunction requires that 
CBP ti·ack and document in e3DM the time an individual is booked in as well as completed 
processing in order to ensure that detainees are given the basic human needs guaranteed by the 
injunction. 

USBP uses e3DM to monitor detainee care, including food, showers, welfare checks, book-in 
times, and total time in TCA custody. During its inspections, OIDO observed that the system 
automatically generated ale1ts when actions were required, and these ale1ts were monitored by a 
USBP agent. During OIDO's inspection of TSS, it observed that e3DM would notify the agent 
when a detainee was entitled to additional provisions of care. This electronic monitoring allowed 
TSS to provide UCs with access to showers once per day, though the facility is only required to 
provide showers when the detainee is approaching 48 hours. 

The e3DM system is an impo1tant tool designed to help agents ti·ack taskings, detainees, and 
necessa1y policy/litigation mandated actions. In this case, the system suppo1ted TSS in its effo1ts 
to provide more regular access to showers for UCs than is required by TEDS or the injunction in 
the Jane Doe litigation. In addition, O1DO observed that the USBP project manager monitored 
system usage and could communicate with the developer to add functionality as needed. This use 
of technology suppo1ted USBP's effo1ts to innovate and adapt to regulato1y requirements and 
detainee needs. 

Tucson Soft-Sided Facility Offered Detainees Resources Beyond Requirements 

TEDS section 5.6 states that officers/agents should place at-risk detainees in the least resti·ictive 
setting appropriate to their age and needs. In addition, TEDS 4.11 on hygiene states that CBP shall 

12 For more information on ISS Action, see ISS Action- Website for ISS Action. 
13 Order for Permanent Injunction, Un/mown Parties v. Nielsen, CV-15-00250-TUC-DCB (D. Az. Apr. 17, 2020). 
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provide detainees with basic personal hygiene items to include diapers and wipes for families with 
small children. Moreover, TEDS 4.14 on drinking water requires that CBP always make clean 
drinking water available to detainees. 

During its inspection, OIDO found that the conditions of living pods and po1table restrooms at 
TSS were well-kept. USBP made diapers and bottled water available to detainees. OIDO observed 
that detainees were held in a reasonably umestrictive setting. UCs and family units were able to 
move around freely within the pods, and USBP agents were available to esco1t detainees between 
the pods and the showers, medical area, transportation area, and phone room, as needed. In addition 
to meeting these condition requirements, TSS also had televisions and children's toys available for 
ente1tainment in the living pods. These provision of resources beyond those required by standards 
reflects an effo1t to promote detainee well-being and comfo1t while in custody. 

B. Review of Medical Standards and Contract Terms 

i. Medical Processes and Documentation 

Detainees at Tucson Sector Facilities Not Afforded Privacy During Medical Intake 
Screenings 

During its inspections, OIDO observed medical personnel at TCC and TSS completing initial 
screenings with detainees upon atTival. OIDO did not observe conditions at SON but completed 
interviews to gather info1mation about medical units, processes, and documentation. TEDS section 
4.10 states that a detainee's private health and medical info1mation must be protected and shared 
with only personnel with a legitimate need to know. OIDO found that medical personnel at TCC 
and TSS did not separate detainees for intake; they perfo1med initial screenings in a group setting, 
including the po1tion of the screening when detainees were asked to lift their shiit for skin checks. 
As a result, detainees did not have privacy during screenings, and medical info1mation was 
disclosed beyond persons with a legitimate need to know. While OIDO did not observe initial 
screenings at SON, its interview with the LSGS advanced practice provider revealed similai· 
processes. The provider repo1ted that medical personnel at the facility asked intake questions in a 
group setting and completed screenings for scabies, lice, or other issues in front of a group of other 
detainees being screened. 

OIDO notes that the medical ai·ea inside SON was small and did not include a private area to 
conduct screenings. Detainee evaluations were, for lack of private locations, perfo1med in open 
cells. By contrast, at TSS and TCC, intake screenings were completed in the open area of the Sally 
Po1t. Although TCC was not designed or equipped with a sectioned, private space, TSS could 
provide designated private areas for prescreening pmposes. 

Keeping individuals ' medical info1mation confidential is critical for securing and maintaining 
patient tiust and protecting individuals' data from bad actors. These are essential components of 
suppo1ting detainee safety, health, and well-being. 

Medical Personnel at Tucson Sector Facilities Failed to Wash Hands and Change Gloves 
During Intake Screenings 

The Centers for Disease Conti·ol and Prevention (CDC) repo1ts that practicing hand hygiene is a 
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simple and effective way to prevent infections. 14 Regular handwashing removes genns and 
prevents the spread of ge1ms to others. These precautions are the basic level of infection control 
and should be practiced during all patient encounters regardless of setting. During its inspections 
of TCC and TSS, OIDO observed medical personnel conducting initial health screenings with 
detainees. OIDO found that medical personnel did not change their gloves, sanitize their gloves, 
or wash their hands between encounters when they checked detainees for lice, scabies, or other 
infectious diseases. 

The CBP Chief Medical Officer indicated that medical personnel perfo1ming intake screenings of 
detainees at USBP locations in TCA lack adequate time and resources to change gloves and/or 
wash hands between encounters. Nonetheless, standard precautions such as handwashing and 
glove changing are the most basic level of infection control. These medical practices are critical 
to protect detainees from infectious disease spread. 

Medical Personnel at Tucson Sector Facilities Failed to Adequately Document Detainee 
Intake Assessments 

During its inspections, OIDO observed medical processes and reviewed electronic medical records 
at TCC, TSS, and NGL. OIDO did not observe medical operations at SON; however, it did obtain 
info1mation through an interview with the onsite LSGS advanced practice provider. An integral 
paii of that review included understanding how and when LSGS staff created a medical encounter 
for detainee interactions in the electronic medical record (EMR) system. 

CBP Directive 2210-004, Enhanced Medical Support Efforts, dated December 30, 2019, outlines 
the requirements for medical care and services along the Southwest Border. The Directive notes 
that all individuals in custody will receive appropriate medical suppo1i in accordance with 
applicable authorities, regulations, standai·ds, and policies. 15 Section seven of the Directive 
specifies a phased approach to the identification of potential medical issues of persons in custody. 
It requires that USBP agents and OFO officers observe and identify potential medical issues during 
the initial encounter with persons in custody. Specifically, detainees must be advised to ale1i CBP 
or medical personnel of medical issues of concern. Then, detainees identified with medical issues 
must receive a health interview or medical assessment or be refe1Ted to a local health system for 
evaluation. 

At the time of its inspections, OIDO observed medical intake processes and found that LSGS 
personnel completed a scripted 13-question intake with detainees upon aITival at TCA facilities to 
identify individuals with medical issues of concern. Medical personnel did not document these 
encounters on paper or in the EMR system. The screening was used as a tool to prescreen and 
triage aITiving detainees to dete1mine which individuals required fmi her evaluation, per the 
requirements outlined in CBP Directive 2210-004. 16 LSGS personnel documented any notable 
findings on the I-216 manifest, known fo1mally as the "Record of Persons and Property 
Transfe1Ted Fo1m," and shared the info1mation with USBP agents. Then, the agents completed the 
electronic equivalent of CBP Fo1m 2500, "Alien Initial Health Interview Questionnaire," in e3DM. 

14 See Hand Hygiene in Healthcare Settings I CDC. 
15 Morgan, M. (December 30, 2019) . Enhanced Medical Support Efforts. [Directive No. 2210-004]. U.S. Customs 
and Border Protection, Office of the Commissioner. 
16 Of note, medical personnel did not complete the 13-question prescreening fonn with detainees subject to Title 42. 
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Medical personnel documented only those encounters that resulted in notable findings and did not 
record the completion of an initial encounter with other persons in custody. 

OIDO notes that the LSGS program manager and deputy program manager at TCC reported that 
CBP had not built this feature into the EMR system and, therefore, they were not required to 
document this encounter electronically or on a paper f01m . On May 5, 2022, CBP repo1ied that the 
software developer of the EMR system was completing an upgrade to allow Fo1m 2500 access to 
contract medical personnel. While this coITective action suppo1is the documentation of the second 
phase of medical encounters electronically, it does not provide for or explain why LSGS medical 
personnel were not othe1w ise documenting the initial encounters in paper f01m . It does not, as 
well, ensure that medical personnel will begin to document initial encounters in the future. 

OIDO interviewed CBP's senior medical advisor, who repo1ied that documenting the prescreening 
of persons in custody during an initial encounter was not specifically required by either TEDS or 
Directive 2210-004. Nonetheless, OIDO notes that good, consistent, and complete documentation 
of medical encounters is essential to promote continuity of and furnish sufficient care. Recording 
medical encounters ensures that all persons have been accounted for and provided with the 
oppo1iunity to ale1i CBP of medical issues of concern, as required by Directive 2210-004. 

ii. Medical Staffing 

Medical Operations at Tucson Sector Facilities Were Critically Understaffed 

On September 29, 2020, CBP entered a fnm fixed-price task order with LSGS to provide medical 
unit facilities and medical services to USBP along the Southwest Border of the United States. The 
contract established requirements for the medical services to be provided during the perfo1mance 
period. The task order stated that onsite staff for each site location are expected to maintain a 
certain staffing level. 17 The contract allows for ce1iain locations to tolerate a lower level of staffing; 
however, such allowances were to be at the discretion of the Contracting Officer 's Representative 
and/or USBP National Medical Program Manager based on constraints and operational priority 
shifts. 

OIDO reviewed LSGS staffing data from TCA on the whole for the week of April 15, 2022. The 
TCA data included but was not limited to the following facilities: TCC, TSS, NGL, and SON. 
OIDO found that TCA had an average medical staffing level of roughly 71.9 percent. 18 

Fmiher, at NGL specifically, OIDO interviewed the two medical personnel on duty at the time of 
its inspection, a ce1iified nursing assistant and ce1iified medical assistant. Though the LSGS 
staffing model for the facility required one advanced care provider in addition to two suppo1i staff 
per 12-hour shift, the facility did not have any advanced care provider working dming the shift . In 
addition, at SON, OIDO interviewed the onsite advanced practice provider, who indicated that 
there was only one advanced practice provider and no suppo1i staff at the time of OIDO's 

17 0 1D0 notes that the statement of work attached to the contract states that LSGS shall provide a comprehensive 
staffing report that details key statistics to include: a nan-ative describing the status of recmitment; vetting and staffing 
effo1t s; and verification of whether the contractor is maintaining a 95 percent adherence to provider and suppo1t 
schedules at contracted locations. 
18 OIDO' s review ofLSGS staffing data revealed the following facility medical staffing figures for the week of 
April 15, 2022 : TCC: 78.57 percent; TSS: 85 .57 percent; Nogales Border Patrol Station: 78.57 percent; and Sonoita 
Border Patrol Station: 64.29 percent. 
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interview. OIDO continues to evaluate medical staffing issues. 19 

OIDO's interviews with LSGS medical personnel and its review of LSGS' staffing reports 
suggested several possible explanations for the staffing shortages, including limited availability of 
medical personnel, impact of COVID-19, remoteness of USBP locations, delays in federal 
background checks, and competitive pay from outside markets. The CBP Contract Specialist 
repo1ied that LSGS had difficulty in maintaining the required staffing levels in its medical services 
because there was a general sho1iage of medical personnel, most especially in remote locations. 

LSGS' understaffing impaits risks to CBP and its employees, detainees, and the public. 
Understaffed medical units can contribute to increased employee turnover, escalated risk for enor, 
and the need for urgent tasks to be executed by someone outside their scope. This sho1iage of 
medical services at TCA facilities could jeopai·dize the health and safety of noncitizens in CBP 
custody. 

Conclusion 

OIDO's inspections led to several findings . While TCA facilities were generally compliant with 
detention standards and exhibited strong perfo1mance in key areas, OIDO noted a few ai·eas of 
non-compliance and concern, paiiicularly around the processing, documenting, and 
communicating with detainees about personal prope1iy. OIDO also found several non-compliance 
issues in the conduct of detainee intake medical screenings. 

~ detainees about prohibited prope1iy, 
- and ensuring that contractors properly track detainee prope1iy. O1DO 
acknowledges these conective actions as sufficient pending verification and does not make fmiher 
recommendation below. 

Complying with CBP's TEDS and contract te1ms is essential to ensuring the health, safety, and 
rights of detainees. CBP must ensure that TCA facilities comply with the detention standai·ds and 
contract te1ms and take meaningful conective action to address deficiencies. 

Recommendations 

As noted above, CBP has acknowledged and agreed to take conective action in the followin three 

Recommendation 2: To maintain accurate records, CBP should evaluate whether cmTent policies 
and practices should be updated to ensure that all medical encounters, including the initial 
evaluations, ai·e recorded on paper or in the electronic system. 

19 See the Ombudsman Ale1t dated July 12, 2022, for additional infonnation here: 
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/2022-
08/0ID0%200mbudsman%20Alert%20CBP%20Medical%20Contract%20Final 508.pdf. 
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Recommendation 3: To promote detainee safety, security, and privacy, TCA should evaluate 
whether cmTent practices and policies should be updated regarding the conduct of medical 
assessments. 

Response from Inspected Component and OIDO Analysis 

Summary of Response 

CBP officials concmTed with two out of three recommendations, non-concmTed with one 
recommendation, and detailed co1Tective actions to address issues identified during OIDO's 
inspection. CBP also provided separate technical comments, and OIDO has also made revisions, 
where appropriate, to address these. Appendix A contains CBP management's comments in their 
entirety. Below is a smmnaiy of CBP's response and OIDO's analysis thereof. 

Component Response to Recommendation 2: Concerning the evaluation of whether cmTent 
policies and practices should be updated to ensure that all medical encounters, including initial 
evaluations, are recorded on paper or in the electronic system, CBP concurs. CBP states that 
OCMO will collaborate with USBP and OFO to conduct an evaluation, and OCMO will update 
policies, as necessaiy, after completion. CBP estimates a completion date of Januaiy 31, 2023. 

OIDO Analysis of CBP Comments: OIDO considers the matter resolved and open. The planned 
action meets the intent of the recommendation. We look fo1wai·d to CBP's response by the end of 
Januaiy. 

Component Response to Recommendation 3: Regru.·ding the evaluation of whether cmTent 
practices and policies should be updated for the conduct of medical assessments to promote 
detainee safety, security, and privacy, CBP concmTed. CBP indicated that OCMO will collaborate 
with USBP and OFO to evaluate whether cuITent practices and policies should be updated, and 
OCMO will update policies, as necessa1y . CBP estimates a completion date of Janua1y 31, 2023. 

OIDO Analysis of CBP Comments: OIDO considers the matter resolved and open. The planned 
action meets the intent of the recommendation. We look fo1wai·d to CBP's response by the end of 
Januaiy. 
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Appendix A: Component Response 

1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washiington, DC 20229 

U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection 

September 19, 2022 

MEMORANDUM FOR: David Gersten 
(A)Inunigration Detention Ombudsman 

9/ 19/2022 

Sign.I bf. HENllY A MOAK JJI 

Department of Homeland Security 

FROM : Herny A. Moak, Jr. 
Chief Accountability Officer 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

SUBJECT: Management Response to Draft Report: U.S. Border Patrol Tucson 
Sector Facilities (OIDO Case No. 22-001029) 

Thank you for the opportunity to conunent on this draft report. U .S. Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) appreciates the work of the Offic,e oflnunigration Detention Ombudsman 
(OID O) in plaiming and conducting its review ai1d issuing this report. 

CBP takes its role in providing care and ensuring the health, safety, security, and welfare of each 
adult and child in its custody very seriously. Within CBP, U .S. Border Patrol (USBP) persormel 
at sectors and stations employ various mec.lianisms, at multiple-levels, to monitor and provide 
appropriate care of individuals in short-tenn custody and help ensure that personnel are adhering 
to the October 2015 National Standards on Transportattion, Escort, Detention, and Search 
(TEDS) . In addition, the CBP Office of the Chief Medica l Officer (OCMO) conducts ongoing 
evaluations of field level medical support efforts with appropriate stakeholders to ensure 
compliance with TEDS at1d the December 2019, CBP Enhanced Medical Directive. 

In addition, USBP remains conunitted to adhering to CBP policies regai·ding detainee personal 
property to ensure the safeguarding of detainee personal prope1ty while properly identifying 
items that would be considere d contraband, or could pose a hea lth hazard to govenunent 
employees, contractors, and detainees. 

The draft report contained tlu·e,e recommendations, with which CBP concurs witl1 
reconunendations 2 and 3, and non-concurs with recommendation 1. CBP prev iously provided 
teclmical conunents addressing accuracy, contextual, and other issues under separate cover for 
OIDO's consideration. 

Again , thank you for the opportunity to review and conunent on this drnft report. Please feel free 
to c-ontact me if you have any questions. We look fo1ward to working with you again in the 
funire. 

Attaclunent 
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Attachment: Management Response to Recommendations 
Contained in U.S. Border Patrol Facilities - Tucson Sector 

(OIDO Case ~o. 22-001029) 

OIDO reconunended: 

CBP respectfully requests OIDO consider this reconuuendation resolved and closed. 

Recommendation 2: Conctu·. To maintain accurate record,. CBP should evaluate whether 
current policies and practices should be updated to ensme that all medical encounters. including 
the initial evaluations. are recorded on paper or in the electronic system. 

Response: OCMO will collaborate with USBP and Office ofFielcl Operation (OFO) to evaluate 
whether cun-ent policies and practice.s should be updated to ensure that all medical encounters. 
including initial evaluations. are recorded on paper or in the electronic system. After the 
evaluation is complete. OCMO will update policies. as necessary. Estimated Completion Date 
(ECD): Janua1y 31. 2023. 

Recommendation 3: Concur. To promote detainee safety. secmity. and privacy. TCA should 
evaluate whether cun·ent practices and policies should be updated regarding the conduct of 
medical assessment.s. 

Response: OCMO will collaborate with USBP and OFO to evaluate whether current practices 
and policies should be updated regarding the conduct of medical assessments. After the 
evaluation ic; complete. OCMO will update policies. as necessa1y. ECD: Janua1y 31. 2023 . 
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Additional Information and Copies 

To view any of our other reports, 
please visit: 

www.dhs.gov/OIDO. 

For fmther info1mation or questions, please contact the Office 
of the Immigration Detention Ombudsman at: 

detentionombudsman@hg.dhs.gov. 
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